NOTIFICATION

During Delimitation process of wards of Daman Municipal Council, the Election Commission suggested that the present address of the Electors should remain unchanged to overcome the problem of likely change of address with the renumbering of the wards.

2. It has been found that in most of the addresses of the electors, the ward number have not been mentioned. Rather, the old ward numbers and house numbers are mentioned together such as H. No. 2/155.

3. After due discussions with all stakeholders, it has been decided that such addresses in which ward numbers are specifically not mentioned shall remain unchanged. Cases in which ward numbers have been specifically mentioned separately in the addresses, such addresses shall be as – Old Ward No./House Number without mentioning of new ward number after the delimitation of Daman Municipal Council wards as per notification dated 30.11.2015.
4. It has also been decided that for such properties, where specific addresses are yet to be allotted, the same shall have their addresses as under – Old Ward No./House Number without mentioning new ward number.

5. This issues with the approval of Hon'ble Administrator vide diary No. 9410 dated 07/12/2015.

Sd/-

(P. P. Parmar)
Dy. Secretary (UD)
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